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Office München
Elsenheimerstraße 55a
D-80687 München
Telefon +49 89 599 882-0

Office Berlin
Französische Straße 8
D-10117 Berlin
Telefon +49 30 747 82 98-0

Office Frankfurt
MesseTurm
D-60308 Frankfurt
Telefon +49 69 269 249-0

Office Düsseldorf
Sky Office
Kennedydamm 24
D-40476 Düsseldorf

By Car

From the north via the A9 

Take exit 76-München-Schwabing in the direction of München/A95/Garmisch-P./Mittl. Ring West, follow the Pe-
tuelring for a good three kilometres, turn left onto Landshuter Allee, cross the Donnersbergerbrücke and leave the 
Mittlerer Ring onto Landsbergerstraße. From Landsbergerstraße turn left into Barthstraße, keep right and turn right 
after the S-Bahn underpass into Elsenheimerstraße. 

From the west via the A8 

Follow the A8 to the end, take the second exit (Verdistraße) at the roundabout, turn right into Pippinger Straße, follow 
the road and turn left at Bodenseestraße (B2) and follow Landsbergerstraße (B2), turn right into Elsenheimerstraße and 
immediately left again to stay on Elsenheimerstraße. 

From the west via the A96 

Leave the motorway at exit 38-München-Laim towards München-Laim/Garmisch-P., keep right at Fürstenrieder 
Straße (signs for Salzburg/Passau) and turn left into Westendstraße and left again into Elsenheimerstraße. 

From the south via the A8 

Leave the A8 at exit 95-Kreuz München-Süd in the direction of Garmisch-P./München-Giesing/Mittl. Ring West and 
follow the Mittlerer Ring to the Westend / Heimeranplatz exit. Follow Tübinger Straße to the left until Westendstra-
ße. Turn right and immediately left into Elsenheimerstraße. 

From the east via the A94 

Follow the A 94 to the end and continue first on Prinzregentenstraße, later on Von-der-Tann-Straße and Oskar-von-
Miller-Ring. Follow the road across Maximiliansplatz and Lenbachplatz and turn left at Karlsplatz, keep right and turn 
right into Bayerstraße. Follow the road past the main station, continue along Landsbergerstraße and turn left into 
Barthstraße. Keep right and turn right into Elsenheimerstraße after the S-Bahn underpass. 

Parking places

Parking spaces are available in the underground car park. Please follow the signs of the supermarket „Hit“.  
After your visit you will receive a ticket for free exit.
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Public transportation

From central station

From the central station please take the subway line U4 (direction „Westendstrasse“) or line U5 (direction „Laimer 
Platz“) for four stops until you arrive in the station „Westendstrasse“. Exit the station against the direction of travel 
and use the exit „Westendstrasse / Hautzenberger Strasse“ on the left following the signs „RKS Senioren-Wohnsitz 
Westpark / Westendstrasse“. Then take the steps on the ride hand side and follow the „Westendstrasse“ until you 
get to a big crossroads (about 2 minutes walk). There you cross the street and turn left into the „Elsenheimerstrasse“. 
Follow the Elsenheimerstrasse for about 2 minutes and our office is on the right hand side.

From the airport

From the airport take the S8 Herrsching to Karlsplatz. Change into the subway to the U4. Exit the station against the 
direction of travel and use the exit “Westendstrasse / Hautzenberger Strasse” on the left following the signs “RKS 
Senioren-Wohnsitz Westpark / Westendstrasse”. Then take the steps on the ride hand side and follow the “West-
endstrasse” until you get to a big crossroads (about 2 minutes walk). There you cross the street and turn left into the 
“Elsenheimerstrasse”. Follow the Elsenheimerstrasse for about 2 minutes and our office is on the right hand side.  


